To root out allegations of corruption on Malta, the smallest country in the EU, time is running out quickly. Malta journalist death: Caruana Galizia's son hits out - BBC News 20 Jun 2016.

Time Out Shortlist Malta: Editors of Time Out.

- Amazon.com 12 Dec 2016.

Maltese broadcaster PBS has revealed the shortlist of 60 songs for Malta Cherylis – "Breathe"; Christian Arding – "Chill Out"; Claudia Faniello will then move on to the national final itself, to be held some time in February.


#Malta in 2017 @FreedomHouseDC.

Malta, Europe - Shortlist Guides - Time Out (ISBN: 9781846700781);

Shortlist suitable property: This refers to the initial hunt for suitable rentals on Malta.

Time Out Malta & Gozo is an annual international magazine for travellers visiting the Maltese Islands in 2015.
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8 Time Out Malta & Gozo for Visitors 2015/16. cultural, economic and social profile is through a dynamic engagement with its past and an exploration of its present.
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